
We're proud to now be a part of the  
Pioneer Valley Books family.

Find all of your favorite literacy tools at
ResourcesforReading.com 

Questions?
info@ResourcesforReading.com
888.482.3906
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Did you know that magnetic letters are a  
powerful literacy learning tool? Magnetic letters 
can help build alphabet fluency and support 
advanced readers in learning decoding skills.

Here are a few activities for beginning readers:

 1. Write a student’s name on a card and have  
  them make their name with magnetic  
  letters. Repeat until they can do this  
  without the model.
 2. Have students match upper- and  
  lowercase letters.
 3. Have students sort letters by the letters  
  that are tall or round.
 4. Have students match the letters to the  
  ABC Chart Card.

Once students know their letters you can  
begin to use magnetic letters for word study/
decoding activities. First organize the  
magnetic letters on letter trays to help you  
prepare for and clean up word study lessons 
quickly. Students will learn alphabetical order  
by finding and returning letters to the tray.

Here are a few activities you can use the trays 
and letters for:

 1. Making Words: Have students take a set  
  of letters they will need to make new  
  words (for example, remove a, c, m, n, s,  
  and t. Tell students to use three letters  
  and make cat. Then have them change it  
  to make can, man, mat, and sat.
 2. Breaking Words: Write a word on the  
  dry-erase easel and have students take a set  
  of letters they will need to make that word.  
  Have them break the word apart into known  
  parts (for example, splinter: spl-in-ter).  
  Repeat with one or two more similar words.

TEACHING TIP BY MICHÈLE DUFRESNE, Ed.D.,  
LITERACY SPECIALIST

MAGNETIC LETTERS  

These trays have been specially designed for letter instruction.  
Each 8.5” x 10” tray is lightly printed with the letters of the  
alphabet to help with ease of organization and instruction.  
Sold in sets of 6.

Magnetic Letter 
Trays 

ABCMLsp  $15.00 
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There's more to explore at
ResourcesforReading.com.



Magnetic Foam  
Letters Uppercase

ML-U $16.00 

Magnetic Foam  
Letters Lowercase  

ML-L $16.00 

Magnetic Blends  
and Digraphs  

 
FOAM LETTERS
Foam magnetic letters, with full magnetic backs, to ensure no slipping or sliding on your 
teaching surfaces. This letter set includes simply formed letters to encourage early letter 
recognition. Lowercase set includes 2 or more of every letter, plus punctuation.   

ECONOMICAL HARD PLASTIC LETTERS
Available in a set of 36 uppercase letters and in a set of 36 lowercase letters, both of  
which include one each of every letter with additional vowels and high-frequency letters. 
Also available as a bundle that includes 108 lowercase letters, which includes 3 or more  
of each letter and 36 uppercase letters. 

Kinetic Sand is a tactile compound that  
has an amazing new texture, as well  
as the ability to mold and flow, seeming  
to move in slow motion like a Slinky.  
It is 98% sand with a special bonding 
polymer. Sand clumps together for easy 
removal from carpets.

Kinetic Sand
2.2 lb

MV473 $14.95 

ML132 $18.95 

Magnetic Letters 
Uppercase  

ML001 $3.95 

Magnetic Letters 
Lowercase 

ML002 $3.95 

Magnetic Letters  
Bundle of 108 lowercase,  
and 36 uppercase

ML003 $14.95 
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Student Journals with 100 or 70 pages, 8.5” x 11” with 
Wire-O® Binding. Binding lies flat for any page, and  
pages do not fall out as they can with plastic finger  
bindings. Custom-made with extra-heavy 70# unlined 
white drawing paper, so our permanent markers  
(item MK001) will not bleed through, and you can use  
both sides of the page. Front cover is blank white for  
students to draw and label; the heavy chipboard back 
cover protects pages during daily use. 

Student Writing 
Journal
100 pages

JL001 $8.95 
single

JL002 $29.99 
set of 4

Student Writing 
Journal
70 pages

JL003 $7.95 
single

JL004 $28.99 
set of 4

I absolutely love these journals—have  
been using them for years. The paper  
is a great weight so ink doesn’t bleed  
through, even when Johnny pounds  
the pen tip into the paper for end  
punctuation.

Ann McCammon Mueller
Teacher (via Facebook)
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Reading Recovery 
Starter Kit 

KIT006 $245.00 

With our starter kits, we have curated all the materials 
you need to set up for Reading Recovery®. Each kit  
provides a teacher with all the materials needed to  
support instruction, gathered into a single kit.

The Reading Recovery® Starter Kit 
is an excellent item to purchase for 
teachers-in-training. I love this kit—
it’s such a time-saver when ordering, 
since it contains all the essential  
supplies in one product number  
instead of searching for everything 
individually. What makes this kit  
even better is it contains all the 
“best” items for teachers to use:  
the nonslip foam magnetic letters, 
the sturdy send-home book bags,  
the easy-to-use timer, and plenty  
of markers for the whiteboard and 
writing books. 

Betsy Bunnel  
Teacher Leader

For list of items included in this kit, 
visit ResourcesforReading.com.
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LETTER LEARNING 
BUNDLE

Letter Learning 
Bundle

LETTER-bundle $195.00 

Support early phonemic awareness in your classroom 
with this bundle of excellent letter-learning tools. 

For list of items included in this kit, 
visit ResourcesforReading.com.
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TEACHING TIP BY KAY HACKBARTH, 
LITERACY CONSULTANT

WHY SEND BOOKS 
HOME?
Reading is food for the brain! From the time 
a child enters school, teachers encourage 20 
minutes of daily reading at home. Send-Home 
Book Bags provide a safe, convenient way for 
students to carry books home.  

Picture books, early readers, and more  
complex texts all help students develop a  
love of reading. If they read 20 minutes every 
day, by sixth grade a student will have read  
for 851 hours. They will have read 1.8 million 
words a year. Frequent readers often read  
44 books a year. 

Daily reading will help the brain make  
connections between the written and spoken 
word, widening vocabulary in the process.  
Research shows that students who read for 
20 or more minutes a day score in the 90th 
percentile on standardized tests. Seeing  
the written word increases spelling ability.  

Reading broadens a student’s world. A book 
can introduce new ideas, take a student  
on an adventure, or provide information  
about a topic. A student can join the world  
of a character, learn about a beloved pet,  
or discover a new skill. 

Reading helps your memory make  
connections between what is already known 
about the topic of a story and its content.  
New information learned through reading 
further strengthens a growing network of 
knowledge. Reading provides one of the  
most enriching and complex brain activities 
available in life.

Our classic plastic fabric book bag is perfect for  
protecting books and papers you send home with your 
students for overnight reading practice. The bags are 
water-repellent with a carrying handle, velcro closure, 
and a clear label pocket for writing the student’s name. 

These high-quality bags are made exclusively for us,  
and are not available anywhere else.

SEND-HOME    
BOOK BAGS

Heavy Transparent 
Plastic Send-Home 
Folders, 13" x 10"  
Set of 4

Send-Home Book 
Bags, 12" x 10" 
Set of 4

SET 1

SET 2

Transparent Front 
Send-Home Book 
Bags, 12" x 10"  
Set of 5

Large Send-Home  
Book Bags,  
12.5" x 15" 

PE012-Blue   $4.79 
blue

PE012-Green   $4.79 
green

PE012-Orange   $4.79 
orange

PE012-Purple   $4.79 
purple

PE012-Red   $4.79 
red

PE012-Yellow   $4.79 
yellow

PE010-1 $12.95 
set 1

PE010-2 $12.95 
set 2

PE020 $15.95 

PE017   $7.95 

SEND-HOME    
BOOK BAGS
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Our sentence strips have no lines, and come in packages 
of 300 strips. The paper is thinner than index card stock, 
but thicker than bond paper or chart paper—perfect for 
guided writing and Reading Recovery®.

1" Sentence Strips

SS001 $9.99 
white

SS002 $9.99 
cream

Sentence Strips 
Storage Pocket

PC050   $4.95 

Our clear plastic write-on sleeves provide an ideal surface 
for a wide range of writing exercises. Write with a dry-erase 
marker and then simply wipe away. Useful for letter  
formation practice, rainbow writing, and more. Excellent  
to use in conjunction with our ABC Chart Cards.

Write-On Sleeves

Sleeve-sp $15.00 
set of 6
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Our smaller-size storage tub, perfect for storing individual  
student's books or individual levels in a classroom leveled library.

Our classic book storage tub, perfect for holding up  
to 150 individual books. 

White Tub 
10" x 12" x 5"

TUB001 $7.00 

Small Cubby Bins 
8" x 12" x 5"

CUBTUB-B $5.00 
blue

CUBTUB-G $5.00 
green

CUBTUB-P $5.00 
purple

CUBTUB-R $5.00 
red

CUBTUB-T $5.00 
teal

CUBTUB-Y $5.00 
yellow
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MORE TOOLS 
AND RESOURCES

Mini-Eraser  

ER002 $0.50 

Mini Magnetic Foam 
Eraser  
Set of 3

ER013 $2.95 

Dry-Erase Lap Board 
9" x 12"  

LB001 $2.50 
single

LB011 $22.50 
set of 10

Double-Sided White 
Dry-Erase Board  
9" x 12"

LB044 $4.50 
single

LB047 $40.00 
set of 10

Wide Tip Dry-Erase 
Markers with Eraser 
Cap 

DM023 $5.99 

Magnetic  
Double-Sided  
Dry-Erase Board  
9" x 12"

MB047 $5.79 
single

MB053 $27.95 
set of 5

Magnetic  
Double-Sided  
Dry-Erase Board, 
Lined 1 Side 
9" x 12" 

MB055 $5.89 
single

MB056 $24.99 
set of 5

Magnetic  
Double-Sided  
Dry-Erase/ 
Chalkboard
10.5" x 9" 

MB028 $7.50 

ABC Chart/Sound 
Box Card  
Set of 6

ABCSound-SP $10.00 

Chair Bag  
Green

BH011-Blue $4.95 
blue

BH011-Green $4.95 
green

BH011-Orange $4.95 
orange

BH011-Purple $4.95 
purple

BH011-Red $4.95 
red

8-Pocket Portfolio  

BF002 $4.49 
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Letter Storage 
Satchel  

LS008 $13.99 

Burner Cover   
Magnetic Board 
Set of 4

MB010 $12.00 

Permanent Markers  
Set of 4, Fine Tip

MK001 $4.85 

Student File Box  

SF002 $4.00 
single

SF001 $11.29 
set of 4

Letter Storage Box  

LS001 $10.39 

Letter Storage  
Carrying Case  

LS005 $29.99 

Adjustable  
Letter Storage Box   

LS006 $14.99 

Cover-Up Tape 
1" Wide  

CT002 $6.25 

Magazine Book Box  

BB013 $2.30 
single

BB012 $39.60 
set of 20

Magnetic Letter  
Storage Box

ABC-storage $14.00 

Alphabet Picture 
Stickers  

AS001 $7.95 
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Find tons more tools at
ResourcesforReading.com 

Questions?
info@ResourcesforReading.com
888.482.3906




